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Infinite foam
For seamless productivity 



Infinite Foam
Infinite Foam is a shortcut to operational excellence! Using a new production process called InviJoint, we can supply your foam in 

continuous rolls with no visible joints. This saves you time, offers you more flexibility and helps you to reduce waste in your processes.

How is Infinite Foam different? 

Traditional foams are supplied in 60m rolls with visible joints that 

are removed after lamination. The joints can amount to 15cm – 

50cm of scrap per roll, which is discarded. 

Examples of traditional methods

InviJoint

Our Infinite Foam is supplied in continuous rolls. With no visible 

joints to remove, you can reduce both costs and waste.



Seamless production

Discover our Invijoint products
Our Invijoint includes several product families designed to deliver the comforting and sensing attributes needed in modern automotive 

interiors. These include Automotive Esters, Dockets, Lamiflex and Seating Flikes for seat covers. For headliners, we supply Automotive 

Esters and Flikes. We are gradually expanding our portfolio to provide more foam grades as Infinite Foam. 

Send an email to flexiblefoams@recticel.com or to frank.ambrass@eurofoam.eu to find out more, order samples or speak to an expert.

As there are no noticeable joints to remove after 

lamination, you can save time and go straight to 

the next stage in production. There is no need to 

devote time and manpower to marking joints or 

scrap removal and disposal.

The seamless foam solution from Recticel and 

Eurofoam also means that designers do not 

have to take joints into consideration. This offers 

them greater freedom to create the designs they 

want for comfortable, aesthetically-pleasing  

vehicle interiors.



About Eurofoam
The Eurofoam Group is the leading manufacturer of flexible 

polyurethane foams in Central and Eastern Europe. Through 

a strong network of 33 production and converting plants 

and 3 commercial offices, we serve customers in almost all 

areas of industry. Our high quality comfort foam is primarily 

used in the bedding and furnishing industries. We also supply 

special foams for technical applications to machine and sports 

equipment manufacturers, and the automotive, construction and  

packaging industries.

Find out more at www.eurofoam.eu 

Eurofoam Deutschland GmbH

Hagenauer Straße 42D

65203 Wiesbaden

Germany

Tel: +49 (0)175-5854178 (F. Ambraß)

Email: frank.ambrass@eurofoam.eu

About Recticel Flexible Foams
Recticel contributes to daily comfort with foam filling for seats, 

mattresses and slat bases of top brands; acoustic, sealing 

and thermal insulation materials for the building, transport and 

industrial markets; and an extensive range of other industrial and 

domestic products. Through its Flexible Foams Business, Recticel 

offers value-added solutions that meet specific silencing, sealing, 

filtering, carrying, protecting, supporting and comforting needs. 

Our Flexible Foams Business is active worldwide, with foam 

production and converting plants close to our customers.

Find out more at www.recticelflexiblefoams.com 

Recticel Flexible Foams

Damstraat 2, Industriezone 7

B-9230 Wetteren

Belgium

Tel: +32 9 368 92 11

Email: flexiblefoams@recticel.com


